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Management

Symons  Capital is an equity risk manager with a holistic risk/reward
research process designed with a goal of building durable wealth

through differentiated risk management. The result is protection-
focused portfolios. By attempting to limit downside risk and preserve

capital, a portfolio’s purchasing power may be increased relative to
benchmark indices.
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The core of Symons  Capital’s differentiated risk management
investment process involves our blending of both macroeconomic

and equity research. Our process may enable us to tilt market sector
holdings away from risk, thereby potentially creating high Active
Share, low Zephyr Pain Index, low Downside Market Capture, and
other attractive risk metrics. Symons  Capital’s ultimate goal is to

build durable wealth through protection-focused portfolios.
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MOST RECENT BLOG POST

Prior Blog Posts

Why Do Investors Use
Price to Determine Price?
by Colin Symons, CFA | May 29, 2019

I feel like I witnessed a sadly common investor behavior tragedy over the last
several weeks. Markets kept going up in April for a variety of reasons. In my
opinion, probably the primary reason is that people started getting nervous
that the market was going up without them. They started trying to �gure out
why that was.
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How to Manage and
Reduce Drawdown Risk:
A presentation from April 24th, 2019 by Colin Symons, CFA

1ST QUARTER 2019 CONFERENCE CALL (APRIL 29, 2019)
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CURRENT INVESTMENT LETTER (APRIL 2019)
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The content on this site is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as an
offering of advisory services or a recommendation to buy or sell any security or �nancial instrument offered
by Symons Capital Management, Inc. (SCM). The views presented are subject to change without notice of
any kind. SCM is a registered investment adviser and manages equity assets for individual and institutional
investors, including registered investment companies. Please refer to Form ADV Part 2A Click Here for
more information on our strategies and investment philosophy and the corresponding risks. SCM claims
compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS). A complete list of our composite
descriptions is available by request.
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